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Healthcare is Here.
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ABOUT OUTCARE
OutCare Health is an international nonprofit 501(c)(3)
LGBTQ+ healthcare equity organization that provides
extensive information, education, training, consultation,
resource and provider lists, community programming,
mentorship, research, and much more for millions of
LGBTQ+ people. OutCare has a number of initiatives,
including the OutList directory of LGBTQ+ affirming
providers, LGBTQ+ Public Resource Database,
Mentorship Program, OutTalk series on diversity and
intersectionality, OutReach Community Building and
Support Groups, OutPost blogs, LGBTQ+ research,
LGBTQ+ trainings, National LGBTQ+ Curriculum, and
many more.

THE VISION
Access to quality healthcare is often difficult for LGBTQ+ communities.
Since May 2015, OutCare has supported LGBTQ+ people at individual
levels as well as promoted social and healthcare equity at community,
patient, provider, academic, institutional, and corporate levels.

THE MISSION
OutCare aims to bridge the gap in LGBTQ+ healthcare by educating
everyone with the most up-to-date information in LGBTQ+ care and
equity and ensure members of LGBTQ+ communities have access to
affirming resources and providers near them.

THE FOUNDER
DR. DUSTIN NOWASKIE, FOUNDER & PRESIDENT

Dr. Nowaskie is a queer, nonbinary psychiatrist. Their personal identification and
civic commitment have cultivated into a passion to help LGBTQ+ communities. A
Summa Cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the University of Southern
California and Gold Humanism Honor Scholar of the Indiana University School of
Medicine, Dr. Nowaskie’s clinical and philanthropic work has led to several national
accolades, presentations, and publications as well as diversity awards from the
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation, American Medical Association, Tylenol Future Care
Foundation, Gamma Mu Foundation, Association of LGBTQ+ Psychiatrists, World
Professional Association for Transgender Health, and Out to Innovate. Their
ultimate goal is to transform their might into a powerful unicorn of social and
public health change for LGBTQ+ people.

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL PRESS
National Quality Forum (NQF) Selects 35 Healthcare
Experts to Serve on its 2022 Leadership Consortium
Fully Seen, Until it’s Fixed Podcast, Season 2, Optum
How Skin Care Experts Are Stepping Up To Support
Transgender Patients, Bustle
Health Equity in the LGBTQ+ Community, Inside Out:
LGBTQ+ Talk Radio Show
OutCare Health Announces Partnership with La
Roche-Posay, PR Newswire
Optum’s education arm launches LGBTQ+ provider
training program
OptumHealth Education Launches LGBTQ+ Education
Program for Providers
5 Questions LGBTQ+ Patients Should Ask Their
OB/GYN, Healthgrades
8 Things Patients Wish Physicians Knew about Gender
Diverse Care, American Medical Association
OutCare: How One Cooke Scholar is Making Sure the
LGBTQ+ Community Has Access to Quality
Healthcare, Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Why You Should Find an LGBTQ-Affirming Health
Provider, Rewire
Acceptance Is Not Enough: Why Cultural Competency
Matters in LGBTQ+ Health Care, Verywell Health
Medical education could help solve disparities in
LGBTQ+ healthcare, MobiHealthNews
Mental Health Month, Special Instagram Live, Campus
Pride

LOCAL & REGIONAL PRESS
OutCare provides LGBT support, Current in Carmel
Is Healthcare In the Closet?, NUVO magazine
A Conversation with Dustin Nowaskie, Founder of
OutCare, UNITE magazine
Better Healthcare for All, Embrace magazine: Diversity
at IUPUI
Student Highlight, FOCUS Department of Family
Medicine Newsletter
Medical student founds national organization
connecting LGBTQ community with health care,
JagNews: News at IUPUI
These doctors may be in, but they’re also friendly to
patients who are out, website says, The Indianapolis
Star

OutList: equal access to adequate healthcare for the
LGBTQ community, The Indianapolis Medical Society
Bulletin
Pride Recap Issue, OutCare Health, REACH Indy Ally
Media Group
In the Margins: Addressing provider attitudes, IUSM
Research Updates
As Indy celebrates pride, there’s a push for an LGBTQ
center in town, RTV6 Indianapolis
Finding and Addressing Needs of The LGBTQ+
Community, WFYI Indianapolis
Central Indiana LGBTQ community faces critical health
care gaps, study finds, The Indianapolis Star
LGBTQ experts to educate the IU community on health
care, advocacy in virtual conference, Indiana Daily
Student

PUBLICATIONS
Eating disorder symptomatology in transgender patients: Differences across
gender identity and gender affirmation.
LGBT cultural competency, patient exposure, and curricular education among
student pharmacists.
Assessing the LGBT cultural competency of dementia care providers.
How much is needed? Patient exposure and curricular education on medical
students’ LGBT cultural competency.
A multicenter, multidisciplinary evaluation of 1701 healthcare professional
students’ LGBT cultural competency: Comparisons between dental, medical,
occupational therapy, pharmacy, physical therapy, physician assistant, and
social work students.
A national survey of U.S. psychiatry residents’ LGBT cultural competency: The
importance of LGBT patient exposure and formal education.
Dementia care providers’ practices, attitudes, and knowledge in treating LGBT
communities.
Gay and gray X: Red ribbon redux: The challenges of long-term survival with HIV.
Development, implementation, and effectiveness of a self-sustaining, online
LGBTQ+ national platform: A cyclic, multidisciplinary, multidimensional,
multicenter framework in centralizing local LGBTQ+ healthcare resources and
culturally competent providers
The Dear Abby project: A qualitative investigation into faith and LGBTQ identities
in a non-clinical sample of readers of the Dear Abby column. Journal of Nervous
and Mental Disease.
Evaluation of the three national lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, and other sexual
and gender minority (LGBTQ+)-competent provider directories in the United
States.
The impact of COVID-19 on the LGBTQ+ community: Comparisons between
cisgender, heterosexual people, cisgender sexual minorities, and gender
minorities.
Psychiatrists call for end to cruel and harmful immigration policy.
The current state of LGBT cultural competency among dermatology residents.
U.S. plastic surgery residents’ LGBTQ+ education, patient exposure, and cultural
competency
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and/or transgender (LGBT) cultural competency and the
intersectionalities of gender identity, sexual orientation, and race among
healthcare professionals. PLoS One. In revision.
Cultural competency of LGBTQ+ healthcare providers: A dynamic process,
requiring ongoing training. Psychology of Sexual Orientation and Gender
Diversity. In review.
LGBTQ+ mental health differences: Comparisons between sexual, transgender,
and nonbinary/genderqueer minorities. Journal of Gay & Lesbian Mental Health.
In review.
Healthcare experiences of LGBTQ+ people: Nonbinary people remain unaffirmed.
Journal of Gay & Lesbian Mental Health. In review.

OUR OBJECTIVES
"Many of us, myself included, are often scared to be
our authentic selves. Discrimination is still very real in
society and healthcare. OutCare Health fights to break
down stigma and create safe, welcoming spaces for
LGBTQ+ people."
DR. DUSTIN NOWASKIE, FOUNDER & PRESIDENT

Community
Increase visibility of LGBTQ+ affirming healthcare providers through the OutList.
Provide a database of LGBTQ+ affirming healthcare services.
Discuss important issues related to LGBTQ+ diversity and intersectionality.
Bring together community members, leaders, and healthcare organizations.

Education & Research
Educate individuals in general and advanced LGBTQ+ care and equity.
Understand intersections of gender identity, sexual orientation, and healthcare disparities
through research.
Encourage integration and revision of trainings and curricula with LGBTQ+ topics.

Health Providers
Provide LGBTQ+ educational training, resources, and events.
Create and distribute LGBTQ+ informational healthcare materials.
Develop LGBTQ+ seminars, conferences, and networking opportunities.
Offer LGBTQ+ consultation on patients and practices.
Showcase providers' identities, experiences, and education to the public.

HOW WE DO IT
THE OUTLIST
The OutList is a directory of LGBTQ+ affirming providers
who are reviewed and vetted in the provision of care,
treatment, and services of LGBTQ+ populations. The
OutList is open to all providers of all distinctions.
Providers join every day, spanning every state in the
country and numerous specialties. LGBTQ+ people can
get peace of mind and find LGBTQ+ affirming
providers near them today.

HEALTHCARE AND EQUITY TRAINING
OutCare trainings are designed to improve knowledge, skills, strategies, and
competence regarding LGBTQ+ care, performance in interprofessional practice,
and patient-level outcomes. Trainings are geared toward any and all individuals.
OutCare has in-depth experience training hundreds of thousands of people,
evaluating their LGBTQ+ baselines, and filling in gaps with trainings and consultation
that provide the most up-to-date practice, guidelines, data, and research.

LGBTQ+ specialized
training is
available virtually
to small and large
groups. Each
training covers an
in-depth topic,
such as:

Clinical Topics
Taking a full LGBTQ+ history
Minority stress theory
Psychiatry and mental health
Trauma-informed care
Substance use and addiction
Eating disorders
Population differences
Child and adolescent care
Gender health and affirmation
Physical health

Overall LGBTQ+
Cultural Competency:

Hybrld Topics
Introduction to LGBTQ+
communities
Stigma and discrimination
Creating welcoming
environments
How to be affirming
Transgender military service
Religion and spirituality
Resources and referrals
Parents and families
Legal issues

PREPAREDNESS

OUR ONE-HOUR
TRAININGS LEAD TO
IMPROVEMENTS IN

50%

ATTITUDES
KNOWLEDGE

150%

70%
133%

PUBLIC RESOURCE DATABASE
OutCare has identified LGBTQ+ healthcare resources in all 50 states. Here you
will find resources including primary care, mental health services, youth
groups, shelters, support groups, STI testing, and much more. Select your state
to find LGBTQ+ healthcare resources near you. People can also access
OutCare-original and national educational materials.

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
The Mentorship Program recognizes LGBTQ+ affirming individuals who
serve as mentors for students, staff, faculty, and many others. OutCare
has diverse mentors that offer advice on school, career, research,
academic pursuits, and much more.

RESEARCH
In order to understand the intersections of gender identity, sexual
orientation, and healthcare disparities, OutCare is dedicated to LGBTQ+
research. Check out our current research projects and past
publications that were authored by OutCare members.

OUTTALK SERIES
OutTalk is a series dedicated to discussing important topics in LGBTQ+
healthcare. This series focuses on diversity and intersectionality, bringing
together community members, leaders, and healthcare organizations.
OutTalk aims to address barriers and gaps in care through critical and
innovative thinking.

CONSULTATION
OutCare provides consultation on any LGBTQ+ topic, including reviewing
intake forms and company documentation, expertise in LGBTQ+ affirming
language and terminology, how to create welcoming environments, how to
be affirming, identifying and resolving discrimination and microaggressions,
coming out in the workplace, legal issues, how to identify and provide LGBTQ+
resources and referrals, etc.

OUTREACH: COMMUNITY SUPPORT
OutCare’s OutReach program builds and supports LGBTQ+ communities through
engaging and thoughtful sessions led by community members from across the
country. These FREE virtual sessions—including mindfulness, meditation, sound bowl
healing, trans and nonbinary support groups, and yoga—elevate voices and provide
calming environments for LGBTQ+ communities.

10+%
of the total
population of the
United States
identifies as LGBTQ+

More than

HALF

endure social and healthcare
discrimination including slurs,
microaggressions, sexual
harassment, and violence

WHY SUPPORT US?
During an era of rapid political, social, and healthcare changes, not only is there substantially
increasing recognition and appreciation for LGBTQ+ healthcare but LGBTQ+ people are also feeling
more welcomed and supported. OutCare has grown through the volunteer efforts of our incredible
staff and board of directors. However, as we continue to expand our reach, our expenses are growing.
We hope to expand all of our wonderful initiatives and hire full-time staff nationwide. In order to reach
these exciting goals, we are actively seeking your support as an OutCare partner or sponsor.

OutCare has a nationwide reach of healthcare providers for LGBTQ+ communities.
We reach our audience through our web presence, printed materials, trainings,
email marketing efforts, networking events, paid advertising, and educational
seminars and conferences.
Strengthen your company's roots in LGBTQ+ communities and position yourself as a supporter of
LGBTQ+ people.
Partner with us to train your staff on LGBTQ+ education both socially and health-focused.
Invest in the future of LGBTQ+ healthcare and stay relevant in communities as more and more
people continue to identify as LGBTQ+.
Reach a rapidly growing number of affirming healthcare providers.
Tap into a network of providers, entrepreneurs, mentors, and community members focused on
bridging gaps in LGBTQ+ healthcare.

OUR REACH

4,000+
EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS

EVENTS
GOOGLE ADWORDS

($10K BUDGET VIA GOOGLE AD GRANTS)

FUNDRAISERS
ANNUAL GALA
CONFERENCES

SOCIAL MEDIA PAID ADS

OUR 2022 GOALS

5,000

INTERNATIONAL
EXPANSION

5,000+
EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS

PEOPLE TRAINED
NATIONWIDE

20K+

12+ 100+
OUTTALKS
PER YEAR

3+

20K+

5+

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS PER YEAR

MENTORS

5+

FELLOWS
PER YEAR

INVESTMENT

$$

PAID
STAFF

INCREASE SOCIAL AND
ONLINE PRESENCE

IN APP

REGIONAL FUNDRAISERS,
TRAININGS,
ANNUAL GALA, &
CONFERENCES

OUR OUTFUND
Interested in multiple avenues to support OutCare? Customize your support with the
OutFund! Let us know your interests and what LGBTQ+ initiatives you would like to support.
You can increase your exposure to LGBTQ+ communities through our network, sustain our
current LGBTQ+ initiatives, and sponsor our goals and new projects!

Exposure
Logo on OutCare’s Website
Announcements to OutCare’s Networks
Dedicated Campaigns

LGBTQ+ Initiatives
OutList
OutTalk
OutReach
OutPosts
Public Resource Database
Mentorship Program
Healthcare and Equity Trainings
Research and Publications

Goals
Annual Gala
U.S. and International Expansion
OutCare App
LGBTQ+ Fellows and Interns Support
Full-time OutCare Staff Members

CORPORATE
BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

Logo featured on Sponsorship
Page linking to your website.
Announcement of your
contribution via OutCare
channels.
Dedicated Sponsor Spotlight
email campaign.
Feature and shout-outs during
OutTalk Series.
OutCare's popular LGBTQ 101
training for your organization.
LGBTQ+ consultation session for
your organization.
Dedicated OutTalk series topic of
your choice.
Data collaboration with the
OutList.
Collaboration on a joint event or
featured gala sponsor.

ADD-ONS

Sponsor an OutCare initiative with your logo.
OutTalk
Public Resource
Database
Mentorship Program

OutReach
Research
OutPosts
Trainings

COMMUNITY
SUPPORTER

ADVOCATE

CHAMPION

Logo featured on Sponsorship
Page linking to your website.
Announcement of your
contribution via OutCare
channels.
Dedicated Sponsor Spotlight
email campaign.
Feature and shout-outs during
OutTalk Series.

ADD-ONS

Sponsor an OutCare initiative with your logo.
OutTalk
Public Resource
Database
Mentorship Program

OutReach
Research
OutPosts
Trainings

WANT TO CUSTOMIZE OR HAVE
OTHER IDEAS FOR SPONSORSHIP?
REACH OUT.

INDIVIDUAL

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION

Help us achieve our goal to bridge gaps in LGBTQ+
healthcare. Proceeds from your donations will be used
to support our programming and initiatives as we
expand our reach internationally. All contributions are
welcome and tax-deductible.
$100

$250

$500

$750

$1000

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please mail a check payable to OutCare Health Inc.,
or use the button below.

DONATE
Thank you for supporting LGBTQ+ healthcare!

CONTACT US
MAILING ADDRESS
2278 W. 29th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90018

TWITTER

LINKEDIN

@OutCareHealth

@OutCareHealth

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

@OutCareHealth

@OutCareHealth

EMAIL ADDRESS

info@outcarehealth.org

PHONE NUMBER
(317) 759-0926

